
Look At the Comparison between Blank Guns and Airsoft Guns 

 

 

Replicas of the real firearms are the best things to own. Because of the 
technological advancements, you have a huge variety of several replicas 
with different features fulfilling your desires.  

However, people often get confused about replicas with each other, whereas 
all of them are different in some ways like a full auto blank gun and airsoft 

gun are two separate replicas. 

 

Know About Blank Guns 

Blank guns are so popular and common replicas among us. It is one of the 
oldest replicas as well. Being a demanding and famous gun replica, a full 
auto blank gun comes at the top of the list. It lets you enjoy the thrill without 
any hassle. 
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You are all set to fire without the worries of loading the rounds again and 
again. A full auto blank gun is one of the favorite replicas of gun enthusiasts. 

Blank guns don't fire with actual bullets as there is a lack of bullet mass. 
These are perfect replicas with impressive sound and flash stimulation. 

Although there are numerous choices out there, purchasing a full auto gun 
is much better in all ways. 

 

Know About Airsoft Guns 

Airsoft guns are considered a bit safer than full auto blank guns as there is 
no gunpowder in these guns. 

They have plastic bullets that you can fire like a real gun, but with fewer 
harms. The pressure and power to shoot make their look charming. 

 

Both Are Different From Each Other 

Many people confuse the two terms with each other, whereas they are not 
similar. Both are gun replicas but work quite differently. Coming towards the 
points and factors that make them two separate types are: 

 

1.      Projectiles 

Both have bullets, but the difference is that a blank gun has a real shell but 

no bullet mass. On the other hand, airsoft guns have fake bullets made of 
plastic or polymer. 

The effects of these projectiles during and after a shot are not similar. Airsoft 
guns use 6mm bullets, whereas blank guns can have 6, 7, 8, and even 9mm 
bullets. 

 

2.      Presence of Gunpowder 



The presence and absence of gunpowder make a huge difference between 
these two. 

A full auto blank gun with gunpowder inside shoots with a spark and smoke. 
However, an airsoft gun simply shoots without any smoke or flash as the 
bullets are of semi-soft materials. 

 

3.      Effects 

As we have mentioned before, both have different effects or impacts. If we 
talk about sound stimulation, blank guns are much better. Airsoft guns can't 
provide you with strong sound effects. 

These guns are good enough replicas but are mostly known as toy guns. 
Conversely, blank guns are many realistic replicas with flash, which is not 
available for airsoft users. 

If it's about your training or practices, nothing is better than an airsoft gun. 
But, if you are planning to get a replica for a realistic feel, shooting, or 
roleplaying, a full auto blank gun is what you want to get an actual look and 
feel. 

 

Utilize Both Guns for Various Reasons 

Not only for practices, but both of them can be used for several reasons, 
benefitting you incredibly. As blank guns resemble a real gun in many ways, 
it is better to own them for roleplaying, gun handling, and even defense. The 
metal look and enough weight are what makes them more special. 

On the other side, airsoft guns are the favorite of many of us because of the 
sport requirements it delivers. Moreover, a perfect replica to be used by 
teens as well. For training and school plays, they are more than a blessing. 
These guns are easier to hold and carry because of their lighter weight. 

 

The Final Thoughts 



Both the gun replicas are fantastic and tremendous in their ways. What you 
choose depends on your usage, requirements, and choices. Nevertheless, 
you should own the right one according to your needs. Otherwise, you will 
regret your purchase. 

So, if you have decided what you are opting for, it is time to buy it. Go to a 
top dealer’s store online and grab your needed gun at a reasonable price 
right now!  

Read Also: Do Airsoft Guns Hurt Badly? Important Safety Instructions 
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